
Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of 2.2 million people
who campaign for human rights for all.

We believe that the Kenyan government must:
� provide clean water, sanitation, drainage and basic services
to people living in informal settlements

� involve residents of informal settlements in decisions
that affect their lives

� create guidelines that ensure that evictions conform
to human rights law.

We need to remind world leaders what our dignity means to
us. We need to show them how much it matters and what it
is worth. Tell us what dignity means to you. Together, we

will take these messages to world leaders as part of
the Demand Dignity campaign.

To find out more about
the campaign visit
www.demanddignity.org

YOUR DIGNITY
YOUR RIGHTS

YOUR HOUSE

HOUSING
IS A HUMAN RIGHT



WHAT DOES
LIVING WITH DIGNITY

MEAN TO YOU?

Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of 2.2 million
supporters and campaigns for human rights for all.
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights says that all human
beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. Yet people
living in informal settlements are denied their right to adequate
housing and basic services, as well as living in constant fear of
forced evictions.

HOUSING
IS A HUMAN RIGHT

For me, living

with dignity

means...
Send an SMS text message to support
the Demand Dignity campaign and tell
the Kenyan government what dignity
and housing rights mean to you:

“For me, living with dignity means...”
Send your answer now to 3221

� Your SMS will be shown at www.demanddignity.org
� Amnesty International will reply asking for your name,
so that this can be shown alongside your SMS
� SMS is only available on Safaricom and Zain networks.
Otherwise, please show your support by visiting
www.demanddignity.org and adding your message


